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Genomic sequence analysis starts from a sequence with poor quality such as mis-orientation, incorrect location or contig order can hardly
produce fruitful results in final assays. Unfortunately, more than often the
circumstance is not found early enough until a lot of time and effort has
been invested. To alleviate this situation, we have developed QualiSeq, a web
application with a friendly interface providing information on sequence
quality of a genomic region so that researchers can easily download much
more reliable sequences for further analysis and assay design.
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Introduction
Downloading a sequence from online
public databases provided by NCBI (National
Center for Biotechnology Information)
[1], Ensembl [2] and UCSC for sequence
analyses is a very common step in genomic
research. To assure the sequence quality, we
need to perform a series of examinations
before knowing if the sequence is identical
among major sources as well as in correct
orientation and assembly, containing no long
repeats, etc. Usually, a researcher would
download sequences only from a single
database that he/she is familiar with. With
database version keeps changing and is not
always synchronized among various sources,

poor quality sequences can be retrieved
unexpectedly. To avoid the problem created
by version difference, a researcher needs
to retrieve sequences from various sources
and compare them. Unfortunately, retrieving
a sequence is not an intuitive and obvious
procedure for any of the above three web
sites not to mention that they all have different procedures. Besides the above consistency check, the orientation, assembly, and
repeats all need to be looked over closely.
Consequently, it takes a lot of operations to
finish the examinations. What’s more, these
operations are also very error-prone by manual.
As a result, we have created QualiSeq
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to help researchers to download quality
sequences in a much easier way. The usage
flow of QualiSeq is straightforward. First,
researchers designate a genomic region, then
click the “submit“ button. The update of
progress and final results of the submitted
query are shown right below the button in
the same page including three tabbed subpages to display the current status of SNP
information extraction, consistency check,
and assambly check, respectively. If there
is an error in any step, QauliSeq will stop
doing the remaining steps (Figure 1).
QualiSeq automates all procedures that
are needed to assure the quality of retrieved
sequences in order to reduce tedious and
complicated operations into simple typing
and clicks.

Implementation
Input:
QualiSeq provides various ways for
researchers to define their interested regions.
For example, a single marker (SNP or
STRP) or a pair of markers plus its downstream and upstream can be used to define a
retrieval region. Alternatively, physical positions can also be used to retrieve a sequence
directly (Figure 2).
QualiSeq accepts many SNPs or STRPs
as a batch query as well. Researchers type
all interested makers ID or marker names in
which they are interested to a text file and
upload the file to QualiSeq. The maximum
number of markers that QualiSeq allows to
handle is 100 per batch query. And the maximum allowable length of a query range is 4
Mbps.

Fig. 1. The result page containing three tabbed subpages to display the current status of SNP
information extraction, consistency check, and assambly check, respectively.
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Fig. 2. The input page of QualiSeq.

Fig. 3. Inconsistent SNP information table presented on the Initiation subpage.

Initiation stage:
QualiSeq shows marker information
extracted from NCBI, Ensembl and UCSC
in tabulated form for easy comparison. Then
QualiSeq matches the positions of input
makers in genome. However, QualiSeq
allows up to 5% difference of marker physical
position value otherwise it terminates running the application. If markers are near the
beginning of a chormosome, the accepted
physical distance difference between each
marker position would be smaller than the

markers near the end of a chormosome. The
reason is that maker position around the end
of chormosome would have greater chance
to be affected than makers around the begining of chormosome by genome sequences
update.
QualiSeq also presents information
such as position, type, allele, primers, ...etc.
in a table (Figure 3 and Figure 4). The following situations cause QualiSeq to halt on
this stage: a maker with no sequence map,
a maker with more than one position or
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Fig. 4. STRP information table presented on the Initiation subpage.

Figure5 QualiSeq results showing at the Retrieval subpage
no position listed from original website, and
data retrieval problems caused by network
problem.

Retrieval stage:
At the retrieval stage, QualiSeq samples
a sequence from the same regions of three
major genomic sequence sources, NCBI,
UCSC and Ensembl to make sure the
sequence in the region is consistent in the
public domain.
To evaluate sequence consistency in the
public domain, the retrieved three sequences
are compared to one another for similarity
check. Here QualiSeq uses SPA (Super Pairwise Alignment) tool [4] to score their similarity. Only when all sequences are identical
or near identical (the threshold is 99.99%
identity) will trigger the quality examination
stage.
The sequences from three sources can
be downloaded in both directions. In addition, researchers can choose if they want the
downloaded sequence in capital letters or
not (Figure 5).

Quality check stage
As we know that human genomic
sequence map is built from many smaller
contigs with an algorithm to arrange them
in order, errors could be produced in this
process. Therefore, we implement a program
that uses other map to confirm genomic
sequence map and integrate it into our
sequence check mechanism.
Entering the quality examination stage,
QualiSeq looks into the assembly quality if
the order of the TNG markers on RH map
is the same as on the contig map. The result
is displayed in green color when assembly
check is passed otherwise it is in red. When
two or more contigs exist in a retrieved
region, three TNG markers from each contig will be selected to examine if the contig
order is correct or questionable. When contig order check is passed, a solid bar will be
shown, and if not, a broken bar will be seen.
Because of the resolution of TNG makers on RH map, the distance in genomic
sequence map between two disordered TNG
markers should be greater than 60kbps to
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consider as real disordered TNG markers.
Segmental duplications that come from
UCSC database will be shown beside the
contig graph. All these data are visualized
as graphs and tables to help researchers
have an idea of the sequence quality (Figure
6 and Figure 7). The update of human
genome can be clearly shown by QualiSeq
as Figure 6 and Figure 7. The NCBI genome
build 36.2 has fewer contigs than build
35.1. It means that the coverage of human
genome sequence is getting more complete.
However, the quality check of retrieved
genome sequence is still needed in the present day.

For the batch marker inputs, there is a
Genome View figure on the top of the result
page presenting to researchers the distribution of input markers in whole chromosomes and gene names near these markers.
Researchers can click an item on the figure
and the detail information described in
previous sections would show up in below.
Researchers also are able to download all
sequences of their batch queries by one click
on the top right icons in .CSV file format
(Figure 8).

Conclusion

Fig. 6. Quality check result of a retrieved region with three contigs from NCBI human genome
build 35.1 showing questionable assembly of contig NT_077913.3, questionable contig order
and assembly of contig NT_077914.2, and a good quality contig NT004350.17.
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Fig. 7. Quality result of the same region in build 36.2 showing one contig only but still has
questionable assembly.

Fig. 8. The distribution view of input makers.
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By utilizing automated processes to
replace tedious and error-prone manual
o p e r a t i o n s , Q u a l i S e q m a ke s q u a l i t y
sequences easy to obtain. The application
is flexible in input selection and simple to
use. Furthermore, it integrates three main
genomic information sources and makes
researchers to be aware of the differences
and variances of genomic data among these
data sources on the Internet. This feature
is helpful for researchers who often solely
use one data source and may miss the latest
version of data published by other websites.
With our visual presentation, the outcome is
easily understood. QualiSeq should greatly
help researchers focus on sequences with
good reliability and make their downstream
research more efficient and effective.
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